Résumé. 2014 
Identification of imperfections contribution to electronic conductivity in monocrystalline metal film C. R. Tellier [12] . Furthermore some authors [3] [4] [5] have suggested that the observed anomalous thickness dependence of the t.e.p. can be attributed to structural defects frozen-in the metal films [3] [4] [5] . Particularly we must keep in mind that the scattering of carriers by grain boundary surfaces can significantly modify the size dependence of the transport properties [13] [14] [15] [13] or in terms of the bidimensional model recently proposed by Tellier and Tosser [15] . In the case of the M.-S. model it has been shown that the thin monocrystalline film resistivity pFm obeys, under some conditions established by Thieme and Kierstein [16] , the Matthiessen's rule [12] , i.e.
where po is the bulk resistivity, pg and Ps are respectively the resistivities due to the grain boundaries and the extemal surfaces scatterings. Furthermore by considering the numerical values of the resistivity ratio pFm/Po as evaluated on the basis of the bidimensional model [15] it can be easily shown [15, 17] that a relation of type (1) yields a fair agreement with the observed size effect in thin monocrystalline thin films in large grain parameters and reduced thickness k ranges.
Further considering the additional contribution pi of other imperfections to the total monocrystalline film resistivity it follows that
The total thermopower SF. can be derived from the general law [18] where SF is the total fihn thermoelectric power, pu [7, 8] 6 and, its t.c.r., fi, in the F.-S. model [19] and in the bidimensional model [15] with the aid of the following general expression
where 10 is the bulk m.f.p., E the electron energy and EF the Fermi energy ; this equation is valid [20, 21 ] in the F.-S. conduction model and [22] in grainboundary conduction models.
We have drawn in figure 1 [15] . 2022 t = 0.7, p = 0.8 ; + t = 0.6, p = 0.5; * t = 0.9, p = 0.5.
(JFm/UO based on the bidimensional model [15] . [3, 25] provided that the value of the thick film resistivity approaches the bulk value. This marked dependence may also be understood in term of grain boundaries scattering effects [15] . To It is effectively well established [13, 15, 28] that the contribution ps and pg to the total resistivity pFm become negligible in the limit of large thicknesses (i.e. in the limit of large grain size) any equation (4) then reduces to the limiting relation Equation (5) Fig. 1 ] are more marked than the variations of the usual asymptotic F.-S. function obtained [19] in the case of diffuse scattering at extemal surfaces, i.e.
(1 + i k-1), which, is valid for k &#x3E; 0.5 [25] (4.5)) and analysis in the way proposed by Leonard and Lin [8] ' Suri et al. [3] have undertaken systematic studies of the resistivity, t.c.r. and thermoelectric power of unannealed and annealed copper films [3] . They were prepared [3] by thermal evaporation in a vacuum of 2 x 10-' torr at a rate of 6-8 A/s ; they could be annealed at 250 OC and the substrate could be heated at various temperatures. The difference (at room temperature) between the values of the infinitely thick film and the bulk metal (po z 1.7 03BC03A9 cm) resistivity is less than 20 % for unannealed films. Then it is reasonable to expect the film to be monocrystalline [15] . Figure 3 shows that the conductivity ratio 03C3*Fm/03C30 dependence of the difference AS in thermoelectric powers does not correspond to a linear law ; it could be advanced, as suggested by Suri et al. [3] [4] [5] that the observed behaviour is due to the thickness dependent contribution of imperfections, in good agreement with the marked effect of annealing (Fig. 3) . From equation (5) , the observed increase in AS with 03C3*Fm/03C30 suggests that the thickness dependence is more marked Fig. 3. -Plot of AS versus 03C3*Fm/03C30 for annealed and unannealed copper films [3] ; 2022 unannealed films ; 0 annealed films.
in AS than in U;m/Uo, since both AS and 03C3*Fm/03C30 increase with increasing thickness [5] ; this prediction agrees with the calculated variation in Si with thickness [4] , which is qualitatively valid for thicker films but cannot be considered as a true quantitative result since it starts from equation (4.5), previously proposed [8] and somewhat questionable as shown in previous paragraph ; new interpretations of data about Cu films [3, 4, 5, 29] are then required.
The simultaneous measurements of the resistivity PFm and its t.c.r. 03B2Fm in copper films by Narasimha ' Rao et al. [2] have been recently analysed with a satisfactory agreement on the basis of the bidimensional model [15J ; results in thermoelectric power were also available [2] . A plot (Fig. 4) [30] . (Fig. 6) ; the linear plot was taken similar to that obtained in the case of permalloy films [30] .
Since the silver films were obtained by evaporation in a vacuum better than 10-6 torr and firmly annealed in situ [31] 
